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Martha L O", MN, RN
Executive Director

Consmuenl of The American
Nurses AasoclaHon

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Wntem Avenue, Gullderfand, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

July 31, 1989

The Honorable Geraldine L. Daniels
Room 741
Legislative Office Building
New York State Assembly
Albany, HY 12248

Dear Assemblywoman Daniels:
On Hay 17, 1989, members of our Minority Focus Group stopped in
your office to discuss the Black and Puerto Rican Legislators
Conference Weekend for 1990. It is our understanding that you
are Chairing this event. At that time, one of your staff
promised to contact our Association to tell us the individual on
your staff who is in charge of the arrangements for the
conference. Thus far, we have not heard from your staff.
Early this year, members of the Minority Focus Group set a goal
to become more involved in next year's Black and Puerto Rican
Legislators Conference Weekend. We would like to strengthen the
presence and participation of nursing at the workshop by offering
our assistance in planning next year's conference.
The Minority Focus Group members have two concrete suggestions:
Cl)

(2)

A nursing presentation of a health-related program such as an
AIDS update or a program on Occupational Health and Safety.
These
are two areas of concern to all health workers and
consumers.

A booth offering information about nurses and nursing,
including some health assessment profiles for workshop
participants.
This Fair.
type of booth has been very successful at
the New York State

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATIClt
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We would like to know the procedure for becoming involved in the
planning process for the workshop. Additionally, if there are
other areas or mutual concern on which we might work together,
please do not hesitate to call on us.
Sincerely,
E. Joyce Gould, HSN, RN
Director
Legislative Program
EJG/cjp
c: 0uanita K. Hunter, EdD, RN
President, New York State Nurses Association and
Presiding Officer, Minority Focus Group
Susan Fraley, MS, RN
Chairperson, Council on Legislation

The mission of the New York State Nurses Association includes a comnitment
to maintain the honor, character and dignity of the profession. Further,
the association is co11111itted to the promotion of the education, health and
welfare of a11 professional nurses in New York state without consideration
of race, creed, gender or sexual preference. Association publications, activities and positions are designed to reflect the diversity of_i~s membership .
and to facilitate participat1on in the governance and activ1t1es of the assoc1ation. Specifically, NYSNA is co11111itted to the promotion of participation
by minority representatives on all association structural units.
NYSNA recognizes that in contemporary society, social, ethnic. and economic
factors often operate to restrict the freedom and opportunities of significant
numbers of individuals. Such conditions may result in unfair or discriminatory
practices. Therefore, NYSNA reaffirms its comnitment to all nurses through
the implementation of the following initiatives:
Legislation
a. Support of a conditional grant/scholarship program, and loan forgiveness
programs targeted to economically disadvantaged and minority students;
b.

Opposition to govern~ntal regulatory efforts which present low-paying,
technical, mobility.~restricting programs as alternatives to professional
. nursing education;

c.

Support of.legislative efforts which pro~te training ~f health care
personnel, increased access to health care, and c011111Un1ty-based health
care in underserved and economically deprived areas;

d.

Continued efforts to educate minority legislative members about nursing
and legislative activities supportive of nursing;

e. Encouragement of participation of minority representatives on the Council
on Legislation;

f.

Support of funding for programs to promote and strengthen the academic
success of minority youth.

Education
a. Activities to increase the recruitment and retention of students from
minority and/or educationally and economically disadvantaged groups into
nursing;

b.

Support and promotion of scholarship awards to minority recruits/students
of nursing;

c.

Development of continuing education offerings which reflect and recognize
the diversity of the profession's membership.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUHALO
SCHOOL Of NURSING

Nursing Practice and Services··

a. Promte workplace practices for equal opportunity provisions;
b. Promote implementation of fair hiring:practices, absent of discrimination.

NYSNA Council on Human Rights
The Council on Human Rights has identified the followi~g goals:

a. Continue to work on recruitment and retention of ethnically diverse individuals into the nursing profession;
·
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b.

Promote increased awareness of optimal nursing practice environments;

·c. Cohtinue to influence the development of content related to cultural
diversity;
d.

Collaborate with other NYSNA structural units to facilitate nursing and
health care for all under-served populations;

e. Continue to collaborate and coordinate in areas of·mutual interest to
ethnic nursing organizations in New York state;

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr. Madeleine Naegle

FROM:

Minority Focus Group

RE:

Request to submit recommendation for MFG

Date:

3/22

In response to your letter of March 6 to members of the Minority
Focus Group and Council on Legislation; and in response to the options
listed in the May 17, 1989 Minutes of the Council on Legislation; the
MFG at their March 18 meeting discussed those options.
Suggested Options

f. Serve as a resource to international nurses in New York state related
to problems in education and practice;

I.

Continue the Minority Focus Group as a separate, identifiable
unit

2.

g. Dialogue with the ANA Center for Ethics and Human Rights to ~scert~in

Designate one or more members of the Council on Legislation to
be minority nurses

3.

Create a sub-committee of the Council on Legislation which is
composed of three members from the Minority Focus Group

4.

Recommend that the Council on Legislation assume responsibility
for continuing the work started by the Minority Foeus Group

their goals and interest and offer to assist or collaborate 1n nat1onal
and international human rights concerns as appropriate.

Adopted by the Board of Directors on June 1, 1990

Those members present unanimously approved the enclosed recommendations.

MAN/EC/ker
JKH:bh

STAn UNIVEllS1TY OF Nav max AT IIJH'ALO

SCHOOLOFNUUING

lladellne A. NHgte, PhD, RN, FAAN

Martha L Orr, MN, RN

PNsktent

Executive Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western Avenue, Gulld1rt1nd, New York 12084-9501
TEL (518) 458-5371
FAX# (518) 456-0697
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MEMORANDUM
TOt

Dr. Madeleine Naegle

FROM:

JUlior,cy Focua Group

Reque•t to •ubeit r•co

· RE:

Date: 3/22

for MPG

In re•poo.• to your letter of Karc:h 6 co Mabera of the Mi!loricy

Pocus Group•~ Council oa Lagialation: and in reaponae co the options
U.Hed in the May 17. 1989 Kinucea of the.Cowen oa Leg19lat1on; the
MPG at their March 18 ••tin& dUCUHed choaa options.
TO:

Minority Focus Group

PROK:

E. Joyce Gould, Director ~Legislative Program

DATE:

March 26, 1990

RE:

Memorandum to President Madeline Na~gle

Suyeated Opctoaa
1.

2. Daaipate one <Or IIOre anbera of the Council
be ainority uuraea

011

Laaialaticm to

3..

Cr~c• • aub-coaatttee ot the·eou:ncil_on Legislation vbich ia
·compoaed of three aqber• froa the Minority rocq Group
4.
hCOllllend that tba Council on Le1ialat1oa aaa1111a reaponaibili~y
for· contin~in1 the work atarted by the Minority Focu• Group

The cover memo to President Naegle- frOlll the liinority Focus Group
did not arrive on my desk until after I had delivered your recommendations to Dr. Naegle. Your cover memo and recommendations
were faxed to Dr. Naegle today. Attached, for your records, is a
copy of the complete memorandum and cover memo faxed to Dr.
Naegle.

'tho•• member• preaeac UUniJloualy appro~ed the enclosed reco.endat1ons.

Jlal:bh

/cjp

Conatllmnt of 1'lle Amet1can Nunn Aaociatlon

Continue the Minority Poc:ua Group•• a aeparaca. ida!lcifiable
UD1t

•

i

llld1IM A. NNglt. PhD, AN, FA.AH

Martha L. Orr, MN. RN
Exacullve Director

. . . . .at

: !?he Legislative.Program now has a broader focus and,

therefore, requires more resources.to im_plement the
program.

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Wntam Avenue, Guilderland, New York 12084-9501
TEL (518) ~5371
FAX# (518) 456-0697
MPl 1RIJIDIDI

m:

President Madeline Naegle

PROM:

Minority Focus Group

DATE:

March 18, 1990

RB:

Recammendation Regarding Minority Focus Group

The Kinority Focus Group (MFG) recommends that it should continue
as an identifiable group. Recognizing that the Association•s

singular task of achieving entry has not been rea.lized, the MFG

has identified. other positive benefits that resu.lted from its
activities. The MFG notes that these benefits.constitute an

: MFG can identify new cpid emerging issues that will assist
in development of the Assoc~ation•s Legislative Program.
could be the core for recruitment of minority nurses,
a large untapped group.

: MFG

: Involvement in the MFG can provide an opportunity for
_mentorship and leadership development within the
Association.
provides an avenue for advocacy and involvement of
minority nurses in the Association.

: MFG

: MFG has increased RYSNA"s positive image with minority
legislators.
·
: MFG has

nurses.

increased NYSNA's positive image with minority

: Disbanding the MFG will create a negative image for NYSNA
with minority legislators.
.
: MPG as a resource on health issues for legislators.
Com1Huan1 of The American Nunn ANOdatlon

MPG provides an opportunity to build additional
coalitions.

1

Key health care prohleu disproportionately affect the
~ori'l:Y commwu.ty, i.e. AIDS, infant mortality, substance
GU,l~se, access to care, homeless.

: Head to build on relationships already developed with

minority legislators.

Purpose of the _Redefined MFG~

: Serve as a vehicle through which we can effect positive
influence with the minority legislators.
: Promote and enhance the implementation of the NYSMA
Legislative Program.
Implementation:
: Two meetings a year,. once with the Council on Legislation.

identifiable need to continue the MFG with a broader focus.

Rationale for Recommendations:

1

Membe;ra in Atteudance

Harriet Braithwaite
Lolita, Compas
· Miriam Gonza.lez
Wanda Hackney
Juanita Hunter
Maggie Jacobs
Dolor~s Long
Daphne Nelson
Dorothy Ramsey
Xattie Washington
/cjp

lladellne A. Naegle, PhD. RN, FAAN
Prnldent

Martha L. Orr, MN, RN

Executive Director

Medellne A. Naegle, PhD, RN, FAAN

Martha L Orr. MN. AN
Executive Dlrec:lor

President

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

NEW YORK STATE NURSE!} ASSOCIATION

2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, New York 12084-9501
TEL (518) 456-5371
FAX# (518) 456-0697

2113 Wealem Avenue. Guilderland, New York 12084-9501
TEL (518) 456-S371
FAX# (518) 456-0697
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TO:

Minority Focus Group

PROM:

E. Joyce Gould, Director
Legis1ative Program

DATE:

March 22, 1990

RE:

Memorandum to President Madeline Naegle

M

Attached is a copy of the memorandum developed at the Minority
Focus Group meeting on March 18, 199.0. The memorandum was
delivered to President Naegle on March 23, 1990.

TO:

President Madeline Naegle

FROM:

Minority Focus Group

DATE:

March 18, 1990

RE:

Recommendation Regarding Minority Focus Group

The Minority Focus Group (.MFG) recommends that it should continue
as an identifiable group. Recognizing that the Association's
singular task of achieving entry has not been realized, the .MFG
has identified other positive benefits that resulted from its
activities. The MFG notes that these benefits constitute an
identifiable need to continue the MFG with a broader ·focus.
Rationale for Recommendations:
: MFG can identify new and emerging issues that will assist
in development of the Assoc~ation's Legislative Program.
: MFG could be the core for recruitment of minority nurses,
a large untapped group.

: Involvement in the MFG can provide an oppc:;,rtunity for
_mentorship and leadership development within the
Association.

/cjp

provides an avenue for advocacy and involvement of
minority nurses in the Association.

: MFG

: MFG has increased NYSNA's positive image with minority
legislators.
: MFG has increased NYSNA's positive image with minority
nurses.
: Disbanding the MFG will create a negative image for NYSNA
with minority legislators.
: MFG

Constituent or TIMt American NW'lff AuoclaUon

as a resource on health issues for legislators •
Conalftuent of The American Nu,w Auoi:1111un

•

.
.

•
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: ~e Legislative Program now has a broader focus and,
therefore, requires more resources to implement the
program.
: MFG provides an opportunity to build additional
coalitions.
: :Key health care problems disproportionately affect the

Minority community, i.e. AIDS, infant mortality, substance
abuse, access to care, homeless.

to build on relationships already developed with
minority legislators.

: Need

Puroose of the Redefined MFG:: Serve as a vehicle through which we can effect positive
influence with the minority legislators.
: Promote and enhance the implementation of the NYSNA
Legislative Program.
I:mplementat:ion:
: Two meetings a year, once with the Councii on Legislation.

Members in Attendance

Harriet Braithwaite
Lolita Compas
- Miriam Gonzalez
Wanda Hackney
Juanita Hunter
Kaggie Jacobs
Dolores Long
Daphne Helson
Dorothy Ramsey
Kattie Washington
/cjp

Madeline A. Naegle, PhD, RN, FAAN

President

Martha L. Orr, MN, RN
Executive Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, New York 12084-9501
TEL. (518) 456-5371
FAX# (518) 456-o&97

March 6, 1990
Dr. Juanita Hunter
127 Shirley Avenue

Buffalo, NY 14215

Dear Juanita:
As you will recall, the Minority Focus Group was originally convened
as an adjunctive effort to advance legislation ~n the baccalaureate
degree as entry. Members of the groups have worked steadily and with
considerable success to educate and influence the views of minority
legislators, particularly members of the Black and Puerto Rican Caucus.
about nursing education and nursing in New York state.
Their experiences and views of the Council on Legislation and staff
suggest that efforts to work with legislators interested in health
and health personnel issues which affect minority groups, require distinct
and ongoing strategies. In 1989 the NYSNA Board of Directors, on several
occasions, discussed ways in which the work of the minority focus group
and the ground that it has gained for NYSNA in the legislative arena,
can be retained and advanced. The Council on Legislation put forth
some suggestions, but no action was taken.
At its March 29, 1990 meeting the NYSNA board of directors will consider
means by which the efforts of the Minority Focus Group can continue
as ongoing strategies within the Legislative Program. Suggestions
for mechanisms through which NYSNA can establish the means for continuing
visibility on minority issues co~ing before the legislature will be
reviewed and considered. Given the nature of the health care aaenda
for the 1990's, the need for action on this issue is pressing. The board of directors, Minority Focus Group and Council on Legislation
are asked to forward suggestions to me by March 25 at the Center for
Nursing. Suggestions may be broad ranging, but should include mechanisms
for irmiediate changes which will support ongoing activity in this area.
Please include a rationale for your suggestions.
Thank you for your assistance.
"7;~/42_._,1

Madeline ft. Naegle, PhD, RN, FAAN
President
MAN/meo
Constituent or The American Nunes AsaoclaUon

•
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Philippine Nurses Association of America
45 Fairview Avenue, Suite 14-I, New York, NY 10040
(212) 304-0909
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H.R. 2111

"EMERGENCY NURSE SHORTAGE RELIEF ACT OF 1989"
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Auditor
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PRESENTED BY
THE PHILIPPINE NURSES ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
BEFORE

THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
SUBCOMMITTEE ON IMMIGRATION, REFUGEES
AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

MAV31, 1989

Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciarv• , Hon. Jack Brooks J
chairman of the Subcommittee on Immigrations, Refugees and International Law, Hon. Bruce Morrison, distinguished committee members
and legislators, colleagues, ladies and gentlemen~ good morning.
The Philippine Nurses Association of America and its constituent
member organizations across the nation thanks you for the privilege to be represented and opportunity to testify at this importa~t hearing of the Subcommittee on Immigrations, Refugees and
International Law concerning the proposed bills: H.R. 1507,
"Immigration Nursing Relief Act of 1989" and H.R. 2111, "Emergency
Nurse Shortage Relief Act of 1989".
Our Association represents 15 constituent organizations across
the United States, comprised of Philippine nurses who are U.S.
citizens, permanent residents and H-1 visa holders. The main
thrust of the Association is to unite all Filipino nurses and
provide a mechanism for networking towards enriching knowledge
and skills; promoting professional excellence; providing resource
and support to new arrivals; articulating concerns and resolving
problems that affect Filipino nurses; and collaborating with
organized nursing and other health care organizations to address
mutual concerns that impact nursing and health care delivery.
As an integral part of the whole nursing collective and as
Philippine nurses in particular, our Association appreciates the
leadership of Congressman Charles Schumer and the other distinguished legislators who sponsored H.R. 1507 in seeking a more
permanent resolution of the problems created by restrictions on
the duration of H-1 visas for foreign nurses. Equally commendable
are Congressman Ackerman and the co-sponsors of H.R. 2111 for
their efforts to assure the establishment of programs to increase
the supply of professional nurses through more agressive funding
of nurse recruitment, retention and educational programs. Their
obvious interest and commitment towards a11eviating the acute
nursing shortage is gratifying and we appreciate the opportunity
to comment on their proposed bills.
·

BACKGROUND:
The acute nursing shortage has reached critical levels with no quick
solutions in sight. This dilemma is further compounded by the
increasing demand for health care by a clientele that: is aging and
afflicted with chronic multi-system illness, a rapidly escalating
number of AIDS victims, all requiring highly technological modes
_of treatment in the face of pressures to contain health care costs.
The location where health care is delivered has also shifted to
the community, thus making hospitals acute care institutions. The
nursing shortage is particularly critical in urban centers such
as New York and New Jersey where the vacancy rate ranges from
15 - 20%. The high incidence of AIDS in the New York City Area
has necessitated the opening of more hospital beds. The Center

3

for Disease Control surveillance report dated March 31, 1989
shows that out of the total £0,990 reported AIDS victims in the
United States, 22\ are in New York City.

NUMBER OF NURSES WHO PASSED R. N. LrCE?fSING EXAMnJATION

1983-1989

AIDS INCIDENCE 1983-1989
YEAR

U.S.
EDUCATED

FOREIGN
EDUCATED

TOTAL

NURSES*

Cases in Thouzanrf:,
16 .

1983

62,633

4,591

67,224

1,400

14 -

1984

78,767

5,837

84,604

1.,825

1985

80,920

3,420

84,604

812

1986

79,761.

5,435

85,196

1.,270

1987

71,854

4,412

76,266

1., 01.4

l.988

60,879

5,243

66,122

1,088

1989
(FEB)

18,030

3,650

21.,680

869

452,844

32,588

485,432

8,278

New '(ark City and United States

~1
.~

i

83/1 83/2 84/1 84/2 85/1 85/2 86/1 86/2 87/1 87/2 88/188/2•89/I•

Half Year of Diagnosis

.·..
. ·.·.·.·1

I.

..

-

NYC Cases

"

·.·:•··.!1··.,;.·.·

.'

·.~~

·}~

:,.;,,;,.-

6.7%

• Preliminary data as of 4/ 89

•• U.S. data as of 3/31/89

·

I

93.3%

US Casesu

SOURCE:

·t~

i

TOTAL

.

PHILIPPINE

The decline in enrollment of students in schools of nursing in
the United States makes the prospect even dimmer for increasing

the pool of nurses. The attached table of nurses licensed from
1983 to 1989 reflects a decline of 23.7% in U.S. educated nurses
between 1986 and 1J88. The table also shows 32,588 foreign

· educated nurses licensed for the same period, 8,278 of whom are
from the Philippines. Foreign educated nurses constitute 6.7%
of the total number of nurses who passed the professional nurse
licensing examination for that period.

National Council of State Boardspf Nursing

*Included in total foreign educated nurses

s
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The inadequate supply of-nurses to meet the increasing demands
for health care creates an imbalance in the work situation
wherein the workload has to be shouldered by the existing staff.
This createspignificant stress, frustration and eventually,
burnout. Nurses leave their chosen field because they cannot
practice with any sense of professionalism and the monetary
rewards are not commensurate with the hard work, long and unholy
hours that they put in. Lack of support staff to perform nonclinical functions plus the inordinate amount of paperwork to
meet regulatory standards takes them further away from the patient's
bedside. This vicious cycle creates difficulties in the retention
of qualified nurses within the work force.

85 % of the H-1 nurses in New York City and 92% in Ne-w Jersey
are from the Philippines. These statistics were obtained from
the NYC Health and Hospital Corporation, Greater New York Hospital
Corporation and ~he Hospital Association of New Jersey. An attempt
was made to obtain data from other major metropolitan areas but
this wa~ not ~eadily available although a number of the hospitals
and homes adm1t"ted that they employ H-1 nurses. A large majority
of these nurses_have app~ied for permanent status but are subject
to the backlog 1n the third preference dating back to January 22
197~ and to -!anuary 8, 198S for sixth preference for Philippine '
nationals~ since the 20~000 annual quota is over-subscribed.
· Their H-~ visas will expire long_before t~ey are granted permanent
status. Nurses from other countries do not have to wait as long
but the largest pool of qualified nurses are from the Philippines.

With the increasing·shortage of professional nurses, hospitals
and nursing hones particularly in urban centers have attempted
t.o increase their pool of nurses by recruiting foreign educated
nurses over the past ten years. Qualified foreign nurses have
been allowed to enter the United States on the basis of "distinguished aerit and ability under the non-immigrant H-1 visa
classification. .
A't presen't, nurses belong to schedule "A"~
thereby exemp'ting them from filin§ individual applidations for
labor certification to support a petition for H-1 status or
permanent residency. There are no limits to the number of H-1
admissions. Although thev were initially admitted for only two
or three years. many nurses and other professionals under this
H-1 classification had been allowed to extend their visas every
year for several years. However, the Immigration and Naturalilization Service instituted a five-year limit on H-1 visas as
stipulated in Regulation 8 CFR 214.2(H), effective March, 1987.

In view of the staffing crisis across the nation, especially in
urban areas such as New York and New Jersey where the bed occupancy remains extremely high, the loss of almost 1 SOD nurses
after Decem~er 31, 1989 plus about 1,000 in 1990 will have a
t:em~n~ous 1.mpact on the 15 - ZO\ vacancy rate and result in
sign1f1c~n~ ~ardship in m~intaining effective health care delivery.
The possibility of replacing these nurses immedia"tely by Us :
educated nurses is slim and the supply of qualified foreig~ ·
educ~ted_nurses_w~o have satisfactorily passed the qualifying
exam~nation ~d:ministered by the Commission on Graduates of
Foreign Nu~s1ng Schools are now being shared by other areas
that have Just started foreign recruitment.

0

The imposition of a five-year limit on H-1 v~s~s posed~ serious
threat to the retention of thousands of qualified experienced
nurses. Their departure would further aggravate the nursing ·
shortage, paralyze hospital operations and jeopardize the quality
of health care. Since there is a large concentration of H-1
nurses in the New York and New Jersey metropolitan areas, the
hospitals and nursing homes located there would hav~ been
jeopardized. However, INS granted a one:year extens 7on to the
five years on May 26, 1988. Representative Schumer introduced
a bill in September, 1988, propos~ng to g~ant special_immigr~nt
status to foreign nurses with valid H-1 visas who arrived prior
to January 1, 1988 but its provisions were changed to allow a
one year extension up to December 31, 1989, after which we will
be faced again with the problem of retaining nurses whose ~-1
visas have expired. The following table s~ows the numbers involved.

New York City
New Jersey
Total

T3efcre
1/1/85
1,158
487
1,645

No.
Date of Arrival: No. of Nurses
Hosp.
1985
1986
1987
1988 1989 Total Homes
515
433
544
770
231 3,661 51
615
(Not available)
1,640 81
1,130
5,301 132

A~suming that t~ere is sufficient supply of nurses to readily
fil~ the vacancies created by the nurses whose H-1 visas have
expired, the cost to replace them is prohibitive. In a recent
surve~ c?nducted by Nursing '89 in conjunction with the National
Assoc 7at1~n of He!lth Care Recruitment, the national average cost
per hire is $1>;6j and ranges up to $9,000. The cost per hire in
the various regions vary as follows:
Region
a

!

i'
l

:

·:
i

Northeast
South
North Central
West

Average Cost Per Hire

$ 2,166
1,769
1>881
2,045

Range
$

75

466
65 ·
164

5,000
5,000

9,000
8,000

Based ~n th 7 above figures, the average cost to fill.2,500
vacancies will be $5,415,000 and expenditures could go as high
as$ 12>500,000.
The foregoing background information will have to be seriously
considered in analyzing the implications of the proposed bills
that are being discussed at this hearing.

'

.
7

6

H.R. 1507:

"IMMIGRATION NURSING RELIEF ACT OF 1989"

SECTION 2. SPECIAL IMMIGRANT STATUS FOR CERTAIN H-1 NON-IMMIGRANT
NURSES.

l
f

.i

. I

i

}

'lI

l

The proposed granting of special immigrant status to those nurses
with valid H-1 visas who entered the United States before January 1,
1988, including those whose visas were extended under Section 4
of the Immigration Amendments of 1988 and who are employed as
registered nurses as of the date of enactment of the bill, will
certainly obviate the drastic reduction of the nursing pool and
consequent disruption of health care services. Replacement costs
have been cited previously to which will be added expenditures
for orientation of approximately $10,000 per nurse.
CUT-OFF:-Our Association requests that consideration be given to
set the cut-off to the date this bill is enacted instead of
January 1, 1988, provided that the nurse has passed the licensing
examination for professional nurses. Based on the statistics
presented, aP.p_roximately 1,000 nurses arrived on or after January
1, 1988 in the New York and New Jersey area alone. The retention
of these nurses in the nursing pool will certainly help alleviate
the nursing shortage.

INCLUSION OF LICE.~SED OUT OF STATUS NURSES:- We request that
licensea out ot status nurses hired prior to November, 1986,
who have not been granted extension of their H-1 visas, but are
awaiting issuance of permanent immigrant status be included
among those to be granted special immigrant status. There is a
significant nuaber of fully licensed and experienced nurses ~-ho
have exceeded the allowed time frame for H-1 visas, including
recent extensions, but have approved i.mt?igrant visa petitions
and are just caught up in the backlog for sixth or third preference. Again thie retention of these nurses will maintain the
nursing pool. .

imposing these changes in classification an~ requirements for
future admission of non-immigrant nurses which appear ~o be
more stringent than what is currently required to obtain H-1
visa might lengthen ~he approval process. Granting_specia;
immigrant status to certain H-1 nurses a: proposed in Section_2
will not increase the nursing pool but will assure the retention
of qualified nurses who are now an integral part of th~ exist:i.1:-g
professional nursing po?l· The 1~ - 20% vacancy rate will.persist
and possibly worsen until such tJ.me that efforts to recruit and
retain U.S. nurses, as well as provide adequate support services
will bear fruit.
We offer the following comments and urge that ther be seriously
considered in terms of maintaining and/or increasing the pool
·of qualified professional nurses in a timely and expeditious
manner.

•

Health care facilities will no longer be able to employ the
relatively simple procedure for ~etitioning nurses under the
current H-1 visa provisions. Registered nurses, regardless
of "distinguished merit or ability" ~ill not be able to_ .
gain entry into the U.S. on an H-1 visa as other professionals
in this classification.

•

Health care facilities will have to obtain individual certification from the Department of Labor~ attesting to the
Substantial disruption of health services without the alien.
Alien's e::mloyment will not adverselytaffect the wages and
working conditions of similarly employed nurses.
Significant recruit~ent and retention efforts de~onstrated
by the institution
No strike or lockout

Providing the bargaining repre~entative n~t~ce of filing
or posting notice where there is no bargaining unit
Although the bill ptoposes automatic ~abor 7er~i~ication f?r
urban areas where nursing shortage exists? individua~ cer~ifications are required for the other requirements which will
be subjected to case by case examination. This could be a
cumbersome and ti.Jle consuming process and leaves plenty or
room for varied interpretation by individuals examining
the extent to which these criteria are met.

LABOR CERTIFICATION:- The blanket labor certification for

Schedule

0

A" protessionals such as nurses which has been

eaployed in obtaining H-1 visa petition should be used to

fulfil this requirement. The labor certification which is
hased on previously proven need for persons with "distinguished
aerit and ability" should still be valid as long as the individual cont:inues to work as a professional nurse.

SECTION 3. REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION OF NON-IMMIGRANT NURSES
DURING A FIVE YEAR PERIOD.

The proposal to establish a new non-iDlllligrant classificat:ion for
non-immigrant nurses and the requirements to be fulfilled by
both the nurse applicant and the employer seem reasonable and
fair. However, in light of an unresolved nursing shortage,

follo1idng:

•

the underlying concern that foreign nurse recruitment might
affect th~ economic position of Allerican workers has been
negated by the recent Booz-Allen study underwritten by the
INS at the request of Congress.

•

Imposing multiple certification criteria in filing petiti?n
H-S visa is likely to create additional hardship_in recruit-

8

ment of foreign nurses and possibly result adversarial intervvention by bargaining agents on labor issues.

The need to inc::cease and maintain the pool ·of qualified foreign
nurses is crucial until such time that outcomes from strategies
to resolve the nursing shortage, such as those proposed in
H.R. 2111, are fully realized. The recruitment and retention of
foreign nurses is the fastest and most cost effective measure,
at this time, to enlarge the pool of qualified nurses and maintain safe levels of staffing while measures to relieve the
nursing shortage are being implemented.
H.R. 2111: "EMERGENCY NURSE SHORTAGE RELIEF ACT OF 1989"
Our Association congratulates the sponsors of this proposed bill
which appears to be quite comprehensive and extensive in scope.
It covers provisions for funding of programs to~
·
o

Retain practicing nurses through innovative restructuring of
roles, working conditions, wages and benefits and by providing
for career advancement.

o

Encourage entrants to the profession by increasing access to basic nursinc education.

o

Provide for graduate nursing education

o

Provide for scholarships for basic and advance nursing education

SEC. 7. EXTENSION OF H-1 VISAS FOR REGISTERED NURSES IN NURSING
CRISIS AREAS.
The implication that employment of H-1 visa nurses might adversely
affect wages and working conditions of registered nurses in the
United States need not be a matter of concern in view of the
small percentage of licensed foreign educated nurses (6.7%) as
previously cited. This number is not significant enough to affect
wages and working conditions, but rather will enhance staffing
and the effective practice of nursing. Therefore, extensions on
the H-1 visa for as long as there is a staffing shortage.
SEC. 8. DESIGNATION OF NURSING CRISIS AREAS AND AREAS OF

SPECIALIZED NURSING SKILLS.

Consideration should be given

to clearly define what constitutes

specialized nursing skills, including the level of education

. required. We urge that reimbursement structures for nurse
practitioners be re-examined in light of increasing demands for
expertise.
Once again, the Association reiterates its appreciation for the
privilege to present our comments on the proposed bills and will
be very glad to participate and be of service whenever the need
arises. We hope that our comments have been helpful and that our
recommendat:ions be considered.
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
BesoUJ:ce People
For Participation. in Blaclc and Puerto Rican

cam:ms Confexence

Madeline A. Naegle, PhD, RN, FAAN
President

. h~-~.
'1

weekead

Held Annually in February in Albany

;,1•·

e}J')v

Bame

2113 West9m Avenue, Guilderland, New York 12084-9501

TEL (518) 45&-5371

Albany Hilton

Title/Position

Karch 18, 1990

Employer
Work Phone

!C'PPDa

Assemblyman is:

My State Senator is:

-~tltto~~-~(l~>~WlUf,~~t~~-~~w~----------=-----

Ethnic Group

(nct required, but helps 1n1iiling requests from the caucus conference

Coordinators trying to assure ethnic diversity on each workshop

Review of Minutes from November 10, 1989 meeting

t/ II.

panel.)

NYSNA

__
) ( _ YES

---

NO

__I.___

Member CNP:
Current Position in NYSNA~
Past Positions in NYSNA:~..,,J:; j ~

.

Gon l cihAA lf!¼n,(hkjJri;CJ,.1,A

/2v.

Yes, I am willing ~o do a 10-15 minute presentation on the
following topic(s).

Jt«1,/,tlv
;

!

i
I

l

)1,(12411

af

Report on Black and Puerto Rican Legislators caucus Weekend

Plans and Recommendations for participation next year's
Caucus

DISTRICT

Yes, I am willing to assist with the exhibit booth.

i

FAX# (518) 456-0697

JIIIDllft ftJCIJS OINP

Home Phone

Member

Executive Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

#l,tJY

Home Address

My

Mar1ha L Orr, MN. RN

{¥uh, f /'4-w)

Here is the name and address of another NYSNA member who might be
able to help with this activity:

Review of Council on Legislation•s Hemorandua to Board of
Directors
Response to President•s request

VI.

Hew Business

VII. Adjournment

I

Pr-BISE AftACR .A CV OR RESIJIIB OR LZST YOUR CREDKlffIALS OIi ".rBK MCI[
OP·m:IS FORII.

you~ Please return to Director, Legislative Program, New
York State Nurses Association, 2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland,
Hew York 12084

'!'hank

EJG/ga.d

3/16/90

Constituent of The American Nurses AllociaUon
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Martha L. Orr, MN, RN
Executive Director

President
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, New York 12084-9501
TEL (518) 456-5371
FAX# (518) 456-0697
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March 6~ 1990
Susan Fraley9 MS9 RN
8 Vine Street

Albany, flY

Their exoeriences and views of the Council on Legislation and staff
suggest that efforts to work with legislators interested in health
and health personnel issues which affect minority groups, require distinct
and ongoing strategies. In 1989 the NYSNA Board of Directors, on several
occasions, discussed ways in which the work of the minority focus gr-0up
and the ground that it has gained for HYSNA in the legislative arena,
can be retained and advanced. The Council on Legislation put forth
some suggestions, but no action was taken.
At its March 29, 1990 meeting the NYSNA board of directors will consider
aieans by which the efforts of the Minority Focus Group can continue
as ongoing strategies within the Legislative Program. Suggestions
for mechanisms through which NYSNA can establish the means for continuing
visibility on minority issues coming before the legislature will be
reviewed and considered. Given the nature of the health care agenda
for the 1990's, the need for action on this issue is pressing.
The board of directors, Minority Focus Group and Council on Legislation
are asked to forward suggestions to me by March 25 at the Center for
Nursing. Suggestions may be broad ranging, but should include mechanisms
for in:iediate changes which will support ongoing activity in this area.
Please include a rationale for your suggestions.
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As you will recall, the Minority Focus Group was originally convened
as an adjunctive effort to advance-le9islation on the baccalaureate
degree as entry. Members of the 9roups have worked steadily and with
considerable success to educate and influence the views of minority
legislators, particularly members of the Black and Puerto Rican Caucus,
about nursing education and nursing in New York state.
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(Pl.eue Subld.~ Within Two Weeb)

THE HEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 WESTERN AVENUE
GUILDERLAND, NEW YORK 12084

Mad.Un. A. Naagle, PhD, AN, FAAN

ExltCUtfftDfrector

IIOR-STAFF EXPEBSE VOUCHER.

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland. New York 12084-9501
TEL (518) 456-5371
FAX• (511) 4 5 ~

GEIIERAL

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-----------------""7~--:-------:;-::----:-~----;:;;:~
(Ho. & Street)
(City)
(State)
(Zip)

Purpose of Trip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Location---------------,------------------Date(s) of Travel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1 _ Only necessary, actual and reasonable expenses incurred byhNYsNbA rep~ebsentadtives
while in attendance at Association meetings or functions s a 11 e reim urse •
'11te least expensive means of transportation should be chosen. Such factors
as fares vs. mileage rates, travel time, reduced room and meal expenses should
be evaluated in determining modes of travel.

3.

When overnight reservations are necessary, Association policy provides fo~ single
rooa acco111111odations. '11te Association will deeply appreciate the cost savings
if you find twin acc0111111odations acceptable.

4.

Receipts for all expenses must accompany the voucher.

5.

Expenses will be reimbursed subject to these maximum allowances:
Hotel:

the rate secured by HYSNA at designated hotel.

Heals:

maximum of $30.00 per day, including tax and gratuity.

Transportation:

6.

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

a)
b)

economy/coach bus, train or air fare; and,
personal autolllObile use - $.24 per mile plus related
tolls and parking fees.

Members shall make every effort to submit expense vouchers within two (2) weeks
after incurring expenses. The Association shall make every effort to provide
reimbursement within four (4) weeks after receiving voucher.
(Please Iteaize bpensea On Reverse Side)

February 16. 1990

TO: . Board of Directors
FROM: Council on ~egislation
RE:

Policies

2.

Martha L Orr, MN. RN

Pn,sldent

Visibility and Influence with Black and Puerto Rican legislators Caucus

On May 17, 1989 members of the Council on Legislation and members of tha Minority
Focus Group ~et together. At that time ~iscuss1on among all members centered on
how to build upon the valuable contacts which have already been made with Caucus
Members to increase support for the entire New York State Nurses Association·
Legislative Program.
·
In response to the January 19, 1990 request f~m the Board of Directors asking
the Council on Legislation to develop suggestions for modifying the Council
structure or for some other mechanism to enable New York. State Nurses Association
to continue to be visible.and influential with the Black and Puerto Rican Legislation Caucus, the Council is submitting the options discussed at our Hay 17,
1989.meeting. Those options are:
Xa. Contjnue the Minority Focus Group as a~apir:ata. fdentffiable ttrti-t-;b. Desi_gnate one or more members of the Council on legislation to be
,
minority nurses.
\
c. Create a sub-c0111rittee of the Council on Legislation which is composed
·
of three members from the Minority Focus Group.
\~. Reco111Tend that the Council on Legislation assume responsibility for
continuing the work started by the Minority Focus Group.
in addition, the Council has asked the Minority Focus Group to develop any
additional options at its next meeting in March 1990. The Council notes that
this will be the second and last Minority Focus Group ~eting funded by the Board
FY 1989-1990. Any additional options forwarded by the Minority Focus Group
to the Council will be added to this report as soon as they become available.
EJG/SF/tRIII
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Council on Legislation
The Veronica M. Driscoll
Center for Nursing
Guilderland, NY
November 10, 1989
9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
MINUTES

I.

CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by Susan Fraley,
Chairperson, at 9:15 a.m. on November 10, 1989.
II.

ATTENDANCE
.Absent

Susan Fraley
David Clark
Louise Gallagher
Carole Kuzmack
Juanita Majewski
Kattie Washington

Phyllis Collier
Mary Keane
Virginia Kemme

The Chairperson welcomed the members of the Minority Focus
Group present at this meeting:
Harriet Brathwaite
Juanita Hunter
Maggie Jacobs
Dolores Long

Daphne Nelson
Kathleen Sward
Kattie Washington

Sta££

E. Joyce Gould, Director, Legislative Program
III.

REVIEW OF MINUTES

The minutes of September 8, 1989 were reviewed and
accepted as written.
IV.

CAMPAIGN TO ELIMINATE NURSING SHORTAGE

A.

Keep Pace with a Nurse
Districts continue to participate in this activity.
Recently, the.program was expanded to include
legislative staff who visited hospitals in the Capital
District. Media coverage and nurse participation has
been excellent in each event.
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B.
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Health Care Personnel Legislation

payment for services to a patient in a hospital.
Several nurse administrators are investigating the
reimbursement system to determine how to propose such
a mechanism.

senator Tully is still interested in addressing the
nursing shortage. The bills introduced by Senator
Tully and Assemblyman Gottfried will get attention
after January.

c.

The Council reviewed the •1990 Legislative Program•
which was amended by the 1989 Voting Body to include
obtaining mandatory third party reimbursement benefits
for provision of services by psychiatric-mental health
clinical nurse specialists in noninstitutional
settings.

Nursing Scholarships
The Board of Regents Legislative package advocates for
scholarships for LPNs to obtain an associate degree
and become a registered professional nurse.

NYSNA

will continue to advocate for funding nursing
scholarships which enables nurses to pursue a career
ladder which includes graduate education to meet the
need for nurses with advanced clinical skills.

Assemblymen Nadler and Gottfried, co-prime sponsors of
the third party reimbursement bill, agreed several
months ago to amend the bill to specify psychiatric
clinical specialists and delete the prohibition
against payment for nursing services to patients in
hospitals.

The NCLEX paasage rate in New York reflects the
diversity of the student population in New York
schools of nursing. New York schools have been
successful in recruiting non-traditional students.
However, not all schools have provided the serviees
necessary for these students to be successful in
passing the NCLEX exam. NYSHA's Education Program
will be working with the Council of Deans to design a
workshop for faculty to resolve these problems.

Conversations with Dr. Hegel, Executive Secretary of
the State Board for Nursing, indicated that requiring
specific qualifications is difficult. It may be
possible to require certification and/or master's
degree but it is probably not possible to specify a
s~cific certifying organization such as the American
Nur~e~ Ass~ciation. The State Education Department's
position will probably specify the lowest educated
indiv~dual who c~ provide safe care. For example,
~est 7ons regarding nurses who provide psychotherapy
will include: What other groups certify a nurse for
psychotherapy besides ANA? Does it require a master's
degree?

The rationale for the law passage rate on the NCLEX
exam among baccalaureate prepared students must be
communicated to NYSNA members. Otherwise, this
failure rate will be used as evidence against the
proposal to standardize nursing education in
institutions of higher learning.
V.

Reviewing these factors, the Council reaffu:med its
plan to ask Assemblymen Nadler and Gottfried to amend
th7 third party reimbursement bill to specify
reimbursement to psychiatric clinical nurse
specialists and to permit reimbursement for certain
nursin~ servic~s_to hospital~zed patients as long as
there is a verifiable mecharu.sm to avoid duplication
of payment.

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE.

A.

Third Party Reimbursement for Nurses
The Chairperson reported on a meeting on October 20,
1989, with representatives from the Coalition of Nurse
Practitioners, the Network of Clinical Specialists in
Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing in New York State,
and the New York State Association of Nurse
Anesthetists to discuss mandatory third party
reimbursement for nurses. The concerns and interests
of each group were discussed.
Staff reported that informal discussions have also
been initiated with nurse administrators in hospitals:
these nurse administrators see some benefits to
hospitals under the DRG system if registered nurses
can receive direct reimbursement for selected or
specialized services. The important issue is to
assure that there is no possibility of duplication of

B.

Non-Nurse Midwifery
Non7nurs~ midwifery legislation is still a problem.
Legislative Program staff and members have met with
legislators, regulators, nurse-midwives and several
other groups to discuss this issue. NYSRA continues
to focus on the need to increase access to the
underse-:"e~ in inner c~ty and rural areas. Promoting
nurse-midwifery education and practice is a costeffective way to meet the prenatal care needs in Hew
York.
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NYSNA will present testimony on November 17, 1989 on
nurse-midwifery practice to the New York State.Public
Health Council Committee on Codes and Legislation.
C.

January 30 6 1990 (Albany)
February 12, 1990 (Albany)
March 20, 1990 (In conjunction with Nurses and Public
Public Policy Conference)
April 24, 1990 (Albany)
May 24, 1990 (In legislators' local district offices)
June 12, 1990

School Health Nursing
NYSHA will continue efforts to promote adequate school
health nursing services.

The Council discussed encouraging members who have
lobbied before to return on June 12 as an opportunity
for advanced lobbying.

NYSNA has discussed the need to expand school health
nursing services with Governor Cuomo's staff and
Speaker Miller's staff. These services are especially
important in light of the Department of Health's
UNY*Care proposal to use school based services to
increase access to health care for school age
children.
D.

B.

The Council outlined the content, handouts and format
for this workshop. This outline was given to staff to
use in developing the program.

Emergency Medical Services
The emergency medical service system will be reviewed
this year by the legislature. Concerns center on the
qualifications and supply of personnel who provide
pre-hospital care.

To enhance NYSNA's influence on public policy, this
workshop will give District Legislative Committee
Chairs an opportunity to share successful strategies,
discuss ways to resolve problems, and identify how
NYSNA can assist District efforts in the legislative
arena.

VI. . BOARD OF DIRECTORS ACTION - SEPTEMBER 21 AND OCTOBER 26,
1989

A.

The Council decided to invite the NYS-HPA Chairperson
to present at this workshop. The Council will also
invite the Chairs of District Legislative Committees
to attend the Council on Legislation meeting the day
before the workshop.

Campaign for Healthy Children Agenda - 1990
The Board of Directors agreed to endorse this
campaign. The request for endorsement has not yet
been received but is expected in the near future.

c.

The Campaign for Healthy Children will advocate
universal access to health coverage for children from
birth to twenty-one.
B.

The Council decided to invite Judith Leavitt,
Chairperson of NYS-NPA, to meet with the Council at
its next meeting on January 26, 1990. The Council
will also ask Ms. Leavitt to be a presenter at the
workshop for District Legislative Committee Chairs.
VII.

1990 LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
A.

1990 Lobby Days

The Council on Legislation has.planned a series of
lobby days for 1990:

1990 Voting Body Resolutions

The Council reviewed the two resolutions assigned to
the Council by the Board of Directors. The
resolutions relate to reproductiva health services and
the establishment of a national health system. These
resolutions expand on activities already included in
the 1990 Legislative Program.

Visibility of NYS-NPA in Legislative Program
The Council discussed how to implement the Board of
Directors' September decision to make NYS-HPA a
visible part of NYSNA's legislative efforts.

Workshop for District Legislative Chairs - January 27,
1990

VIII.

CENTER FOR WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT CONFERENCE - MARCH 18-20,
1990

The Council decided to announce the availability of
funding for NYSHA members in the January/February 1990
issue of Report. Funding will be available on a firstcome, first-served basis which promotes geographical
representation for District and CNP members.
NYSNA has submitted multiple names as speakers and
moderators for the conference. NYSNA members and staff
are on the Conference Advisory Committee and
subcommittees.
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The Council discussed how to highlight NYSNA members as a
visible presence throughout the conference.

On November 30, 1989 lobbyists from 12 heal.th
professions and/or organizations have been invited to
a meeting at the Center for Nursing.

The Council developed plans for NYSNA members to lobby
legislators during the conference.
IX.

The Council discussed how to disseminate to NYSNA members
some information about the UNY*Care plan proposed by the
NYS Department of Health.
BLACK AND PUERTO RICAN LEGISLATORS' CAUCUS WEEKEND FEBRUARY 16-18, 1990.

XII.

c.

Several additional NYSNA members have been appointed
to the Nurse of Distinction Regional Review Teams.
These teams will be reviewing nominees during January
and February. There is a State Advisory Committee
meeting on November 15, 1989. NYSNA Legislative
Program staff are represented on that committee.

Contacts are being made to determine the availability of
qualified speakers on several minority health topics so
that NYSNA will be able to respond quickly when we receive
an invitation to provide a speaker for one or more of the
workshops.
The Minority Focus Group recommended asking the Board of
Directors to .provide honoraria and expenses for NYSNA
representative who are workshop presenters at the 1990
Caucus Weekend and provide financial support for 1-2
Minority Focus Group members to attend the Caucus Weekend.
The Council on Legislation will forward this request to
the Board of Directors.
The Minority Focus Group would prefer to have its next
meeting (previously approved for funding during FY 89-90)
in the spring of 1990, perhaps· during the Center for Women
in Government's Nurses and Public Policy Conference in
March 1990.
Legislative Program staff will continue to investigate how
NYSNA can become and exhibitor at the 1990 Caucus Weekend.
COALITION BUILDING ACTIVITIES

A.

Legislative Program staff assessed the need for and
interest in a regular informal meeting in which health
care lobbyists can network and exchange information.

COMMUNICATION WITH DISTRICTS, MEMBERS, .AHD BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
The staff outlined all communication activities:

The topics for the Caucus Weekend have not yet been
assigned to legislators. Maggie Jacobs and Harriet
Brathwaite will continue to keep in contact with
legislators and their staff members to determine how NYSNA
members can become workshop presenters at the Caucus
Weekend, February 16-18, 1990.

XI.

The Council on Legislation and Consumer .Advisory
Commission will meet with representatives from
consumer groups on December l, 1989 at the Center for
Nursing to discuss opportunities for collaborative
efforts to affect public policy.

POSITION STATEMENT ON UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE

The Council discussed major principles to be included and
identified the next steps for developing a position
statement. the Council reviewed the "Resolution on
Establishment of National Health System" adopted by the
1989 Voting Body.

X.

B.

XIII.

A.

Copies of LegLine's weekly messages are included in
the Council packet.

B.

The Legislative Power Page continues as a regular
feature in Report.

c.

All Legislative Program staff outreach visits are in
the Council packet.

o.

Regular information letters are sent to District.
Legislative Chairperson. Regular phone contact with
Legislative Committee Chairs is maintained.

E.

Copies of all Reports to Advisory Council and Board of
Directors are included in the Council packet.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

NYSNA testified at a public hearing on improving New
York State's hospital reimbursement system on
October 10, 1989 in Albany, Rew York.

B.

President Madeline Naegle presented NYSNA's testimony
on mandatory third party reimbursement for nurses at a
public hearing on the effects of health insurance
mandates on insurers, businesses and employees on
October 25, 1989 in New York City.

c.

NYSNA testified at a public hearing on hospital
inpatient reimbursement: The impact of the current
system and recommendation for change on October 30,
1989· in New York City.
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XIV.

D.

Judith Leavitt will present NYSNA's testimony on
nurse-midwifery practice to the New York State Public
Health Council Committee on Codes and Legislation on
November 17, 1989 in New York City.

£.

Deborah Covington will present NYSNA's testimony on
long term care insurance at a joint public hearing
sponsored by the New York State Assembly Committees on
Insurance, Aging, and Health on November 20, 1989 in
New York City.

BEU MEETING

The date for the next meeting is January 26, 1990 from
9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

XV.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at 3:55 p.m.

Susan Fraley, Chairperson~

SF:EJG/cjp
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Council on Legislation
The Veronica M. Driscoll
Center for Nursing
Guilderland, NY
May 17, 1989
9:00 a.m. to 3:30_p.m.
MINUTES

I.

CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by Susan Praley, Chairperson, at 9:20 a.m. on May 17, 1989.
II.

ATTENDANCE
Absent

Susan Fraley
Phyllis Collier
Louise Gallagher
Mary Keane
Virginia Kemme
Carole Kuzmack

Lori Jennings
Juanita Majewski
Kattie Washington

S1:a£f

E. Joyce Gould, Director, Legislative Program
Bernard T. Mc:Cann, Associate Director, Legislative Program

The agenda was reordered and began with Legislative
Update.
III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of February 2 and February 26, 1989 were
reviewed. and accepted as written.
IV.

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

Legislative program staff reported on the status of legislation of interest to Hew York State Nurses Association's
members.

-2A.
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Third Party Reimbursement

Questions were asked as to the position of the National Black Nurses Association. Staff will research that
question. It was suggested that the Council inventory
the support groups for the bill. Participation in the
Annual New York State Legislative Black and Puerto
Rican Caucus was discussed.

An Assembly bill has been introduced by Assemblymen
Nadler and Gottfried. Attempts are being made to

obtain a Senate sponsor preferably, Senator Tully,
Chairman of Senate Health Committee, or Senator Velella, Chairman of Senate Insurance Committee. Staff
explained that the bill changes from ftmake available"
to "mandatory.• An.amendment to this legislation
could revise another section of the insurance law to
add psychiatric nurses (actual title to be worked out)
to the list of professions that can receive third
party reimbursement for psychiatric/mental health
services. Another suggestion was made that possible
changes could be drafted that would allow for clinical
specialists to be reimbursed even in a hospital settin?. Hore research is needed on this topic. A
motion was made to amend the basic third party reimbursezent bill to include psychiatric nurses in the
appropriate sections of the Insurance Law and further
that a study be completed to examine the feasibility
of adding an amendment that would grant reimbursement
to hospital based nursing consultants. The motion was
carried unanimously.
B.

D.

The first bill, A.2842A Gottfried/S.1809A Farley,
would amend . the Workers' Compensation Law so that
midwives may certify someone as disabled for purposes
of disability insurance. The second bill, A4074
Gottfried/S2794 Farley, would allow non-nurse entry
into midwifeey. It would no longer be a prerequisite
to first have a registered nurse license before becoming a michdfe. The legislati~n woul~ all~ r~ognition of lay midwives and foreign trained midwives. A
separate board of midwifery would be established_by
the Department of Education to oversee.the pra~t7ce of
midwifery. Collaborative agreements with physicians
practicing obstetrics would be required.. It also_
grants prescriptive privileges to the non-nurse midwives and would allow non-nurse midwives hospital
admission privileges. Rationale for the bill has
been stated as: the number of nurse midwives is not
sufficient to meet the patient need, therefore opening
the practice to non-nurses will increase the supply
available to meet the demand. Ten states have some
tl7PE! of legislative or regulatory aut~ority for no~nurse midwives. In the state of Washington there is a
three-year sch80l that produces non-nurse midwives.

Exempt Clause Repeal
S~aff reported that the Office of Mental Health agrees

wit~ the concept of removing the exempt clause.

O~f~c~ 0£_.Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities 7s opposed. Neither appears to be active in
favor or in opposition to this legislation at the
present ti.me.

A motion was made to support the bill authorizing

nurse midwives to certify disability under Workers'
Compensation Law. The motion was seconded and approved.

Questi~ns were ~sked.~ut where any support could be
recogru.zed and identified. A point was made that
today_there are fewer and fewer developmental centers.
The Bill does not seem to be moving out of Assembly
Ways and Means Committee again this year.
C.

motion was made that NYSNA support regulatory revision for defining nurse midwifery practice and obtaining prescriptive privileges for nurse midwives.
Combine that activity with issuance of a Memo of
Opposition to the non-nurse midwife bill. The Memo of
Opposition would support the above mentioned changes
for prescriptive privileges and regulatory revision.
The motion was seconded and approved.

A

Standardization of Nursing Education
bill haa been introduced
The Council i s '
meeting with the Minority Focus Group at 10:30 a.m.
This AD Hoc Committee was formed in 1985 to work
specific~lly with the •Entry• proposal. At the Februmeeting the Council on Legislation decided to meet
with AON and Deans but President Hunter indicated that
she would meet with those groups.

Midwifery

The Entry into practice

S.59?9 (F~ley) A.8343 (Nadler).

E.

School Health Nurse Qualifications
Gail DeMarco, Associate Director, Nursing Practice and
Service Program joined the Council meeting to facilitate discussion about school nursing. Donovan/Davis
bill, S.2146/A.4858, would require all new hires in

-4school districts (outside Buffalo, New York City and
Rochester) to be school nurse teachers. Another bill,
A.4977 Hasper, would require districts to hire only
registered nurses as school nurses. Discussion focused on the School Health Nursing Clinical Practice
Unit Position Statement on School Health Nursing.
After review of all the issues, it was decided to send
the position statement back to the Clinical Practice
Unit for further review.

-5for
ing
The
the
I.

2.
3.
4.

s.
6.

7.
F.

G.

Differentiation of roles for school nurses and
school nurse teachers
Goals for school health
Cost effectiveness of recommendations
Any national standards, ex. ANA recommendations,
certification, etc.
Impediments for school health nursing practice
Care of children who have ongoing need of nursing
care for health problems
History of NYSNA and school nurses

J.

K.

L.

Homelessness

M.

This issue was the subject of a 1988 voting body
resolution that called for the amendment of a regulation that limited practitioners in the home care
field. The intent of the resolution is to remove
obstacles to private practice. The Home Care Association is a powerful organization and was responsible

Child Care
A number of bLlls concerning child
introduced. The Governor's budget
increases in funding for hospitals
to proviiie child care services for
little else.

Staff reviewed the Statewide Youth Advocacy Campaign
for Healthy Women/Healthy Children, a bill (A.6343
Gottfried/S.4733 Goodhue) has been introduced in both
chambers that would increase access to prenatal care.
The Campaign is now in full swing. A draft Legislative Alert was presented and approved by the Council.
The Campaign was outlined. Packets were distributed
containing all the information and required postca~ds.
District Legislative Committee Chairpersons are to be
notified and their involvement encouraged.

H.· Private Practice

State Budget
The NYSNA Board of Directors approved the budget
position paper. Copies were sent to the Chairperson
of District Legislative Committees, the Governor and
legislative leaders.

Prenatal Care

One of our Professional Association Learning Experience (PALE) Program students, worked on this issue
gathering information on the subject. A fact sheet
for distribution to legislators covering NYSNA's
concern for the Homeless will be developed.

Scholarships
Gottfried/Tully bills, (A.6954/S.3754, A.6936/S.2835,)
all related to scholarships were held at the request
of the sponsors. Gottfried announced that a comprehensive scholarship bill would be forthcoming. The
Council urges NYSNA members to write to their legislators to consider some form of scholarship/loan
forgiveness bill.

The Clinical Practice Unit on School Health will be
asked to provide infozmation on:
1.

the legislation that is now law. Staff is e~lorways of accomplishing the goal of the resolution.
aim will be to develop an approach that will avert
opposition of the home care community.

care have been
contained some
and nursing homes
employees, but

Indoor Clean Air - Smoking Restriction in the
Workplace
The uni bill (A.7322 Grannis/S.1169A Gold) has passed
the Health Committee. NYSNA has issued a Memorandum
of Support for this bill.
Hospital Reimbursement
The uni bill (A.4445 Gottfried/S.3048 Tully) is supported by NYSNA. This bill would adjust the reimbursement systeJQ to be more favorable for hospitals
and nursing homes.

N.

AIDS
There have been many bills introduced by a variety of
legislators dealing primarily with reporting and
requirements for testing for AIDS and HIV infection.
Staff are monitoring all HIV related bills.
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o. Medical

Assistants

I

The bill is A.6806 Robach. This is not an RCT bill.
It, in some ways, legitimizes the role of what medical
assistants do in the physician's office currently.
Staff is negotiating with proponents of the bill to
work out legislation that would not be contradictory
to the nurse practice act.

P.

'

B.

Meeting with the Council on Legislation
1.

LYM Disease

V.

At the February, 1989 NYSHA Legislative Reception
contacts with minority legislators revealed. that'
they would welcome BYSHA's involvement in the
annual conference weekend sponsored. by the New
York State Association of Black and Puerto Rican
Legislators, Inc.

Long~~
The Council was supplied with a packet of information.
The Assembly bill is sponsored by Gottfried and Jacobs, (A.7346). Since there is no position statement
or voting body resolution on long term care, a motion
was made to ask the Community Health Nursing and
Gerontological Nursing Clinical Practice Units to
consider proposing a resolution on long term care for
·consideration by the 1989 voting body. The motion was
seconded and unanimously approved.

XJ:HORI'l'Y FOCUS GROUP

MEETING

At the March, 1989 meeting of the NYSNA. Board of

Directors, funding was granted for one final
meeting of the Minority Focus Group so it could
complete its work.
2.

Members of the Council on Legislation and the

3.

Discussion among all members centered on how to
build upon the valuable contacts which have already been made to increase support for the entire
NYSNA Legislative Process.

4.

The central. issue is to determine what structure
and process will enable NYSHA to establish the
most effective relationship with minority legislators. Pour options were discussed:

At 10:45 a.m. the members of the Minority Focus Group
joined the Council on Legislation meeting.
A.

-I·
i~.;
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"

.

.
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Attendance
Present

Absent

Juanita Bunter, Pres. Presiding
Harriet Braithwaite
Miriam Gonzalez
Wanda Hackney
Dolores Long

Georgia Burnette
Lolita Compas
Maggie Jacobs
Daphne Nelson
Dorothy Ramsey
Kathleen Sward
Kattie Washington

Dr. Hunter reviewed the history and actions of the
Group since its creation in 1985. The Minority
Focus Group was created to generate support for
NYSNA's legislative proposal to standardize nursing education. The Group's activities have included meeting with individual minority legislators and producing a position statement in support
of NYSNA's proposal to standardize educational
routes with nursing.
The group last met foi:mally in March 1988 when
plans were formulated to meet with the entire
delegation of Black and Puerto Rican Legislators.
Despite multiple attempts, this meeting was never
realized.

The bills are A.5386 Brodsky/S.3437 LaValle. The
legislation would bring this disease under Worker's
Compensation law. The problem of Lyme disease is
prevalent in Nassau and Westchester. NYSNA has issued
a !femOrandum of Support for this legislation.
Q.

-

Minority ~ocus Gr~up discussed their perceptions
of the communication which has occurred between
the two groups during the last three years.

a.

Continue the Minority Focus Group as a separate, identifiable unit.

b.

Designate one or more members of the Council on
Legislation to be minority nurses.

-8c.

d.

s.
C.

•

Create a sub-committee of the Council on Legislation which is com.posed. of three members from
the l!inority Focus Group.

Despite extensive discussion of the pros and cons,
no consensus emerged regarding which option would be
best.

B.

The list of AHA's upd&ted Congressional District
Coordinator vacancies was distributed. The list will
be shared with the Advisory Council in an attempt to
fill all vacancies.

Meeting with Legislative Staff

VIII.

LOBBY DAY REPORT
A.

The March 6th Lobby Day was combined with People's
Budget Priorities Coalition and Hospital Association
of New York sponsored Health Care Awareness Day.
Students from Russell Sage and Mount St. Mary's attended this Lobby Day.

B.

April 25th and May 2nd were regul.ar Lobby Days with
individuals from Dominican College, SUNY Hew Paltz,
Russell Sage, District 4 and District 9.

Adjournment

On February 27, 1989 the campaign was launched with a
press conference at the Legislative Office Bui~ding.
President Juanita Hunter outlined the goals and objectives of the campaign. Information about the Campaign
was sent to all Districts and many bargaining units.
Material included helpful hints on how to encourage
nurses and consumers to send Band-Aid Grams to the
Governor and Leg~slators.
The response was tremendous. Many members sent t~e
Legislative program copies of correspondence received
from legislators in response to the Band-Aid Grams. A
number of nurses also sent follow-up letters to elected officials.

B.

The term.a of all members of the legislative council
were reviewed. Those members eligible for reappointment were asked to fill out forms if they were willing
to be reappointed. Members of the Council were asked
to submit additionai names for appointment to the
Council by the Board of Directors. There is one
vacancy.

responsibility for continuing the work started

CAMPAIGN TO ELIMINATE NURSING SHORTAGE

A.

A.

by the Minority Focus Group.

The meeting with the Minority Focus Group was adjourned
at 1:30 p.m., and the Council proceeded with its agenda.
VL.

COUNCIL ON LEGISLATION

Recommend that the Council on Legislation assuma

Members of the Minority Focus Group reviewed the schedule of visits planned for today. Dr. Elizabeth Carter,
Deputy Director of NYSNA, joined the discussion as the
group planned logistics.
D.

VII.

Phase II - Uniting Nursing is ongoing.

The Council discussed ideas for follow-up to Band-Aid

Grams.

One group is meeting with legislators on local
level. Each Council member was encouraged to promote
this phase at the local level.

IX.

PALE (Professional Association Learning Experience) RESULTS
There were four students from SONY, New Pal.tz who participated with the Legislative Program in this program.
The students and their area of concentration are:

Ann McCallister-Irons - Mandatory Third Party
Reimbursement
Catherine Trotta - Homelessness
Kelly Gilbert - Exempt Clause Repeal
Louise Schindler - Prenatal Care
Each student researched. her assigned. area by examining
NYSNA files and outside sources.- Each gave a detailed
report of her respective activity and findings. Staff
reported that the students were very helpful and a pleasure to work with. The Legislative Committee acknowledged
the student contribution and offered its gratitude to the
individual students and to SUNY, New Paltz. The Council
asked that their appreciation be communicated to the
students and faculty.
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x.

Testifying for NYSHA at the Albany hearing were:

COMHONICATI:ON REPORT

Susan Praley, RN
Leah Cristaldi, RN
Kathy Richards, RN

The following communications were used to publicize the
legislative program.

XI.

A.

LegLine - weekly messages, copies of each message are in
the Council's meeting packet

B.

Report - LegisI:ative Power page appears in each issue of
Report

The Speakers each related problems concerned. with
managing work and raising a family.
B.

HEW BUSINESS

A.

Meeting with Governor Cuomo
On Hay 10, 1989 Executive Director, Martha L. Orr,

President Juanita K. Hunter, and other nursing representatives met with Governor Cuomo to discuss the
Nursing Shortage. Staff reported a frank exchange of
ideas. The Governor appeared to be most receptive to
helping with Nursing Image, and Scholarships.

B.

XII:.

Staff distributed material from ARA on Fee Restriction
for Nurse Staffing Agencies. ARA memos about the
minimum wage bill and minimum health benefits bill
were also distributed.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

A.

A bill, (A5376/S3440), prohibiting fraud in using the
title "Doctor" sponsored by Nadler/Levy was signed
into law as Chapter 65 Laws of 1989. NYSHA wrote a
Memorandum of Support for this legislation.

B.

A bill increasing unemployment insurance benefits for
all workers (A7945/S4719) sponsored by Barbaro/Lack
was signed into law as Chapter 38 of Laws of 1989.
NYSNA wrote a Memorandum of Support for this legislation.

Two days of hearings sponsored by the Department of
Labor and Division of Women were held in New York City
and Albany. The topic was Work and Family. Testifying for NYSNA at the New York hearing were:

Miriam Gonzales, RN
Manford Edison, RN
Sheila Moore, RN

OTHER

The Council received these additional materials for their
information.

HEARINGS - Statewide
A.

The Assembly Republican Task Force on the Hospital
Crisis held four hearings across New York. The hearings were meant to examine problems in the Health Care
Industry especially in hospitals. The hearings were
held in White plains, Rochester, New York, and Albany.
NYSHA presented testimony at all four hearings. Susan
Giampetro, RN presented in the White Plains hearing,
Jan Volland, RN at Rochester, Mary Ellen Scherbner, RN
at New York City and Kate Brady, RN; Pamela Stressel,
RN; and Evan Pritchard, a member of the new York State
Nurses Association Consumer Advisory Committee, at the
Albany Hearing.

NEW LAWS IN NEW YOI'.K STATE

REPORT ON COALITION BUILDING ACTIVITIES

Staff reported that meetings have been held.with the
Hospital Association of New York State, Medical Society of
the State of New York, Physician Assistants Association of
new York, American Red Cross, New York State Catholic
Conference, Public Health Association of New York, Lung
Association of New York State, and Heart Association of
New York.
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A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
F.

XVI.

ANA "Talking Points on Nursing Shortage•
NYSHA Position Statement on Abortion - 1988
NYSNA funding for Abortion Statement - 1981
ARA Memo Amicus Brief Webster Case
All Memos of Support and Opposition of 1989
Minority Focus Group Statement on Entry

NEXT

MEETING

The next meeting will be held on September 8, 1989 at 9:00

a.m.

XVII.

-12ADJOURRMBNT

The meeting was adjourned at.3:35 p.m. by Susan Fraley,
ChaiJ:person.
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